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Objectives & Requirements

Objectives

- **Present and discuss** current research being done at IVC + DRZ
- **Strengthen** expertise on the field
- **Provide a platform for collaboration** across widely different topics researched at IVC + DRZ
- **Practice** scientific presentations

Requirements

- PhD students must **present** their research once in a year
- Have **75% presence rate**
- Try to give **feedback** to other PhD students, specially if the research is related to your own
- Try to **put effort** on your presentations
First sessions: post-doc/senior PhDs and researchers present their research and current projects first
  – Check CGL website for list and talk titles

Your presentation topic could be:
  – Current project;
  – Previous research;
  – Present a paper/algorithm/method

Presentations will be 30 minutes + questions
  – One PhD student per session
  – I will send an e-mail for divulgence to IVC + CGL
  – Send abstract and title one week before your presentation
Tentative Schedule

Senior Researchers Presentations

• 18/09: Today – Intro Talk
• 25/09: TBA
• 02/10: TBA

PhD Students Presentations

• 09/10: Mihai
• 16/10: Songyou
• 23/10: Despoina
• 30/10: Paul
• 06/11: Marcel
• 13/11: No talk – CVPR
• 20/11: Victor
• 27/11: Evangelos
• 04/12: Xianyao
• 11/12: Menelaos
• 18/12: Remi
Feedbacks & Questions?